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Abstract

Respiratory motion during percutaneous radiotherapy can be considered based on respiration-correlated computed
tomography (4DCT). However, most treatment planning systems perform the dose calculation based on a single primary CT
data set, even though cine mode displays may allow for a visualisation of the complete breathing cycle. This might create
the mistaken impression that the dose distribution were independent of tumour motion. We present a movie visualisation
technique with the aim to direct attention to the fact that the dose distribution migrates to some degree with the tumour
and discuss consequences for gated treatment, IMRT plans and flattening-filter-free beams. This is a feasibility test for a
visualisation of tumour and isodose motion. Ten respiratory phases are distinguished on the CT, and the dose distribution
from a stationary IMRT plan is calculated on each phase, to be integrated into a movie of tumour and dose motion during
breathing. For one example patient out of the sample of five lesions, the plan is compared with a gated treatment plan with
respect to tumour coverage and lung sparing. The interplay-effect for small segments in the IMRT plan is estimated. While
the high dose rate, together with the cone-shaped beam profile, makes the use of flattening-filter-free beams more
problematic for conformal and IMRT treatment, it can be the option of choice if gated treatment is preferred. The different
effects of respiratory motion, dose build-up and beam properties (segments and flatness) for gated vs. un-gated treatment
can best be considered if planning is performed on the full 4DCT data set, which may be an incentive for future
developments of treatment planning systems.
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Introduction

With the much improved conformality of state-of-the-art

treatment planning, the need for positioning accuracy (e.g., [1])

has been increased to a point where respiratory motion becomes a

notable issue to be considered in the treatment of lung tumours

[2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. The development of four-

dimensional respiratory-correlated computed tomography

(4DCT) provides a means of creating a number of CT images

correlated to particular breathing phases (e.g., [9]), which can be

used for treatment planning and for the estimation of breathing

effects on the treatment plan [10], [11]. In the simplest case, the

GTV is delineated on all respiratory phases or the maximum/

minimum intensity projection and then combined for treatment

planning [12], [13], [14], [15]; more sophisticated approaches

range from gated and breath-hold treatment [16], [17], [18], [19],

[20], [21] to actual 4D treatment in which the beams are adapted

to the respiratory phases or fractions, or track the tumour [22],

[23], [24], [25], [26].

When considering the effect of tumour motion, it can be

hypothesised that a solid tumour were moving through a fixed

dose pattern. This notion was indeed adopted in early work as a

simplification that could not be avoided at the time (compare, e.g.,

[27], [28]). However, in reality the dose distribution itself is

influenced by the tumour motion due to dose build-up effects in

the denser tumour tissue surrounded by low-density lung tissue,

which means that the dose distribution will be changed by the

tumour motion even when the treatment fields are fixed. Even

though recent studies have pointed out that the interaction of the

treatment fields with the tumour motion leads to a correlated

motion of the isodoses with the tumour [29], [30], [31], [32], this is

often not considered by the planning physicians due to shortcom-

ings in the planning system, which usually do not allow to visualise

the changing dose distribution over the range of tumour motion.

This is mainly owing to the fact that treatment planning systems

generally calculate the dose distribution based on one CT phase

chosen as the ‘‘primary image set’’ (often the 3D ‘‘untagged’’ CT

created without respiratory correlation), even if all respiratory

phases can be displayed and animated as ‘‘secondary images’’.

While this ‘‘cine mode’’ display is unquestionably useful to

estimate tumour motion for the validation of the combined

GTV, it creates the mistaken impression that the tumour motion

were independent of the dose distribution displayed alongside. The

aim of this work is to present how the computation of the moving
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4D dose distribution can be achieved and visualised for a better

assessment of how much the isodose distribution is influenced by

tumour motion and the respective advantages and disadvantages

of

1. gated treatment vs. non-gated treatment

2. intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) vs. conformal radio-

therapy (CRT)

3. flattening-filter-free (FFF) beams vs. flat beams.

Patients and Methods

Ethics Statement
All patients gave their written informed consent for 4D-CT

examination and radiochemotherapy. An approval by the local

ethics committee was not necessary due to the retrospective nature

of this evaluation. The study was approved by the Institutional

Review Board of the Radiotherapy Department of the Saarland

University Medical Centre, chaired by Prof. Dr. M. Niewald, who

issued a formal written waiver for the need of ethics approval. The

research carried out here is in compliance with the declaration of

Helsinki.

Image sets of 4DCT of four consecutive patients with five lesions

who underwent stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) of lung

lesions were analysed to evaluate the dependency of dose

distribution on tumour motion. Two of the lesions were treated

with a fractionation of 5 times 12 Gy, three with 8 times 7.5 Gy

(prescribed to the 80% isodose line); details on the patient and

tumour characteristics are shown in Table 1.

All examined patients were immobilised by means of the dual

vacuum BodyFIXH system (Medical Intelligence, Schwab-

münchen, Germany). A 4D-spiral-CT (‘‘slow-CT’’) of the chest

was obtained using a 16-slice CT scanner allowing respiratory

correlated imaging (Brilliance CT Big Bore, Philips, Amsterdam,

The Netherlands). For all patients, treatment plans for stereotactic

body radiation therapy were created in the Philips Pinnacle

treatment planning system (TPS) V.8 and V.9, for 6 MV photon

fields and 7 MV flattening-filter-free fields for comparison.

4DCT was used to create a combined ITV based on the CT

information from ten respiratory phases. The combined ITV was

expanded by 0.5 cm to create the PTV, which encompasses the

whole range of tumour motion plus a safety margin. Planning was

carried out on the 3DCT data set obtained without respiratory

correlation, so that the 80% isodose encompasses the whole ITV

To evaluate how the dose distribution created by the stationary

plan optimised on the 3DCT changes over the respiratory cycle,

the treatment plan was identically copied to all ten respiratory

phase CT data sets (setting each phase CT as the primary data set)

and recomputed. In this way, the plan is kept constant over the

whole treatment, while the resulting dose distribution is deter-

mined for each respiratory phase

Results and Discussion

The outlined method provides a simple way to assess the

influence of tumour motion on the dose distribution. The

information from the 4DCT is initially only used for the

contouring of the ITV; the planning is carried out on the 3DCT

without regard of further motion effects. After planning, the plan is

copied to all 4DCT phases and the dose recomputed, which is a

straightforward way to evaluate whether the plan quality is still

acceptable during the full breathing cycle.

We demonstrate the visualisation technique for the patient with

the largest isodose shift during the respiratory cycle. Tumour

motion ranges between 0.2 and 1.3 cm for the five lesions analysed

(Table 2). For the patient with the largest amplitude of tumour

motion, the PTV is situated close to the dorsal chest wall, hence

dose build-up effects inside the tumour are not pronounced and

the dose distribution does not change markedly over the

respiratory cycle. The strongest effect on the dose distribution is

observed for patient 4, with the second largest tumour excursion

(0.8 cm). For the other lesions, the dose distribution changes only

slightly with tumour motion due to the small amount to tumour

shift during breathing. We will therefore concentrate our

discussion on patient 4 to give an example of the changing dose

distribution for a case where tumour motion influences dose

significantly.

Over the respiratory cycle, the volume of the GTV ranges

between 9.5 cm3 and 10.76 cm3; the combined ITV has a volume

of 15.48 cm3. For the treatment, an IMRT plan was chosen using

10 beams (6 MV) to achieve uniform coverage of the whole ITV

inside the 80% isodose line.

If the cine mode display is used naı̈vely for the visualisation of

the breathing effect, it would suggest that the tumour moved

through a stationary dose distribution (Movie 1). This artefact is

based on the fact that the dose distribution is normally only

calculated on one CT primary image, in our case the 3DCT. If

this display were used to assess the plan stability during the

breathing cycle, it would create the mistaken impression that the

tumour moved outside the high-dose region during the extreme

respiratory phases. The real effect of tumour motion on the dose

distribution, calculated on all respiratory phases, is shown in

Movie 2 (created, as explained above, by calculating the isodose

distribution of the identical plan on all 4DCT phases and

combining them into a movie). Since the tumour stays within

the open field throughout the respiratory cycle, dose build-up

always occurs at the tumour, which is continuously followed by the

isodoses and hence always well covered. The treatment plan

therefore provides better tumour coverage than would be believed

based on normal cine mode display.

1. What can be Gained by Gating?
For the case presented, the dose coverage follows the tumour

over the whole respiratory cycle, so gating does not improve

Table 1. Baseline Demographic and Patient Characteristics.

Patient characteristics and Diagnosis All patients (n = 4)

Age, years (mean, range) 68 (62–72)

Sex – Male (no., %) 4, 100

Diagnosis – no. (%)

NSCLC1 (primary tumour) 2 (50)2

NSCLC (recurrent tumour) 1 (25)

Cancer of unknown primary (CUP) 1 (25)

Localisation of lesions – no. (%)

right upper lobe 3 (60)

right lower lobe 2 (40)

Dose and Fractionation – no. (%)

5612 Gy (prescribed to 80% isodose line) 2 (40)

867.5 Gy (prescribed to 80% isodose line) 3 (60)

Abbreviations: 1) NSCLC = non-small cell lung cancer; 2) thereof one patient with
two lung lesions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0053799.t001
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tumour coverage. It is generally observed that tumour coverage

will not be improved by gating as long as the ITV is based on the

full range of tumour motion, given the tumour is sufficiently small

[31], [32], [33], [34]. If this is the case, the tumour will always stay

within the beam during the full respiratory phase, and dose build-

up will occur in the tumour. Hence, tumour control probability is

not significantly compromised in the absence of gating.

Normal tissue complication probability may benefit from gating,

(which can mean that increased doses may be prescribed for better

tumour control; compare, e.g., [34]). Since only few respiratory

phases are taken into consideration at the planning stage, the ITV

becomes smaller and hence less dose is imparted to healthy tissue,

in particular organs at risk. However, the amount of normal tissue

sparing which could be achieved in our case is minor. We calculate

and visualise a gated treatment plan for a 30% duty cycle (Movie

3). For this plan, the ITV volume is reduced from 15.5 cm3

(combined ITV) to 10.8 cm3 (gated), the corresponding PTV

shrinks from 45.0 cm3 to 34.8 cm3. The dose to the lung is

estimated by the V20 and V5 volumes (volumes of the lung

receiving 20 Gy and 5 Gy dose, respectively) in Table 3. The

values for the ipsilateral lung are virtually identical. For the

contralateral lung, the V5 is reduced by almost 4%. The joint V5

for the total lung is reduced by less than 2%, while the V20

remains virtually unchanged. The most significant improvement

occurs in the low dose region to the contralateral lung (V5);

whether this is regarded as significant enough to perform gated

treatment must be decided based on radiobiological considerations

and tolerance to longer treatment times [32], [33], [35].

This potential advantage of gating is counteracted by the

disadvantage from the increase in treatment time. Usually, 20–

40% of the respiratory cycle is used for gating, resulting in an

increase in irradiation time by roughly a factor of three, which can

complicate patient compliance. Even for patients who can tolerate

the prolonged treatment time, the question arises whether intra-

fraction motion (unrelated to breathing) may increase with

treatment time and thus reduce the treatment accuracy gained

by gating.

In conclusion, the trade-off between treatment time and normal

tissue dose must be evaluated for every patient in the light of

supportable treatment time and necessary/achievable normal

tissue sparing. For this, it is important to take into account the

changing dose distributions with respiration before deciding for or

against gated treatment on an individual basis.

2. Interplay of MLC Motion with Tumour Motion in Free-
breathing IMRT Treatment

The case we consider uses an IMRT plan to achieve optimal

tumour coverage with maximum sparing of the surrounding tissue.

It is well-known that the interplay effect of the multi-leaf collimator

(MLC) movement with the respiratory tumour motion can have

detrimental effects on the dose coverage [7], [14], [36], [37]. This

effect has only arisen with the introduction of IMRT technique,

since traditional radiation plans using compensators to modulate

the beam intensity did not rely on beam segmentation and reduced

treatment times. In our case, all beams consisted of between two

and five segments, of which at least one field segment (ca. 60–90%

weight) irradiates the whole PTV with a small margin, and the

remaining fields fill in small parts of the fluence where necessary.

There are eight segments (out of a total of 34) with less than

20 MU, and three fields which are located at the edge of the PTV,

i.e., in regions where the tumour is only encountered during a

short time in the respiratory cycle. In this case, the dose motion

together with the tumour no longer holds true, since the plan is not

effectively stationary with respect to the tumour motion. Since

10 MU will require 2 s of irradiation with a dose rate of 300 MU/

min, in the worst case, the tumour can be completely missed by

these small segments (Figure 1). We have calculated the worst-case

scenario by taking out the three segments which would miss the

tumour); since the influence on the plan is minor, treatment was

performed without accounting for this effect. However, if many

such fields (with both small MU and small field-size at the edge of

the PTV) were included in a treatment plan, the tumour motion

could make the IMRT plan effectively worse than a stationary

conformal plan.

There are two alternatives for coping with this difficulty in the

case of un-gated, un-trailing treatment. The easiest method will be

refraining from complicated IMRT plans and reverting to normal

conformal treatment plans – however, this can only be an option

in cases where the plan quality is not significantly impaired. As

long as the IMRT plan is superior, a better choice will be to

reduce the treatment dose rate for those segments with low MU. In

our institution, the Siemens Artiste linear accelerator can be

Table 2. PTV and tumour motion characteristics.

Patient/lesion Mean GTV/cm3 ITV/cm3 PTV/cm3 Maximum motion of tumour centre/cm

Patient 1 Ventral PTV 7.2 11.1 33.8 0.45

Patient 1 Dorsal PTV 4.5 9.9 31.3 1.28

Patient 2 4.3 7.0 24.3 0.44

Patient 3 2.5 4.4 17.7 0.24

Patient 4 10.1 15.5 45.0 0.80

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0053799.t002

Table 3. Dose to lung for free-breathing and gated treatment
plan.

Free-breathing plan Gated plan

Ipsilateral lung V5 32.7% 31.6%

V10 23.7% 22.1%

V20 12.0% 11.5%

Contralateral lung V5 11.0% 7.1%

V10 0.8% 0.7%

V20 0% 0%

Total lung V5 22.7% 20.3%

V10 13.2% 12.3%

V20 6.5% 6.2%

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0053799.t003
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operated with a dose rate of either 300 MU/min or 50 MU/min

for the 6 MV photon beam routinely used for IMRT. By using the

low dose rate mode for those segments with 10–40 MU, the

delivery time will be increased to at least 12s (10 MU), which spans

more than two respiratory cycles (a similar idea, but for much

higher dose rates and hence less pronounced effect, was presented

by [38]). This latter approach will yield better plan quality, at the

cost of somewhat increased treatment time. Compared with gated

treatment, the increase is still relatively small, and may be a good

compromise between gated treatment and standing open fields.

Neglecting the interplay effect may compromise the dose

imparted to the tumour during one fraction; however, in

fractionated therapy the importance of the effect diminishes. For

each fraction, the initial respiratory phase at the start of treatment

is arbitrary, hence the small-MU segments will be imparted during

a different respiratory phase in each fraction, and the interplay

effect will average out – considering the above example of a field

irradiated during 2s, the total irradiation time over eight fractions

will be 16 s, with a much greater probability of meeting all

respiratory phases. The example presented in our study is rather a

limiting case; the averaging effect over eight fractions is still not as

Figure 1. Example for a field segment with low monitor units (18 MU) located at the edge of the PTV. The segment is so small that the
tumour may move completely outside in the respiratory phase (at the most cranial position). Due to the short irradiation time, this segment might
hence miss the tumour. If this effect becomes significant for a number of fields, the dose distribution shown in Movie 2 is no longer valid, since it is
based on the assumption that all respiratory phases will experience the same beam/segment configuration. More realistically, the low-MU segments
will only be experienced by some respiratory phases. If the ‘‘wrong’’ phases are associated with the segments, the dose associated with these
segments will not contribute to the PTV dose, but still increase the dose to organs at risk.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0053799.g001
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good as would be achieved by a fractionation scheme with an

increased number of fractions [39]. While the averaging effect

over a number of fractions counteracts the interplay-effect and

produces a comparably good PTV coverage in total, the dose

difference between single fractions may be significant [24], [39];

whether this is biologically equivalent to a treatment plan with

identical fractions is uncertain. A reduction in dose rate will hence

be better suited for preventing the interplay-effect while creating a

similar dose distribution in all fractions.

3. What is the Influence of Flattening-filter-free Beams?
We have seen that isodoses will follow the tumour location as

long as the tumour stays within the beam, and will lead to a near-

constant tumour dose if the tumour shape and volume do not

change too much, and the beam profile is sufficiently flat. In the

case of standing fields (CRT) with flattening-filter-free (FFF)

beams, the cone-shaped dose profile will make the dose imparted

to the tumour decrease with distance from the beam’s central axis

as soon as the tumour motion from the axis exceeds several

centimetres. Such large excursions are practically never the case in

realistic clinical settings; for many practical purposes, the tumour

motion will be of the order of at most 1–2 cm in either direction.

However, the effect of this movement may become relevant if the

tumour is not on the beam’s central axis, but in the region of the

dose gradient of FFF beams. If CRT treatment is to be applied

with FFF beams, it is hence of great importance to place the beam

isocenter inside the tumour, since the beam intensity falls off

laterally and the loss of flatness becomes significant for fields of

more than ca. 5 cm width (compare, e.g., [40]). The dose

imparted to the tumour will then be modulated by the changing

beam intensity as a function of distance from the central axis, and

the beneficial effect of the co-motion of isodoses and tumour will

be reduced.

The cone-shaped beam profile is no longer a problem if the

planning is performed in such a way to make the dose profile

across the beam opening uniform (as is achieved with an IMRT

plan). In this case, the resulting dose distribution will again have

sufficient fluence at all tumour locations, and follow the tumour

motion. For a FFF IMRT, however, a different complication arises

from the higher dose-rate usually achieved for flattening-filter-free

beams. The above discussed case of low-MU segments in IMRT

plans cannot be solved easily for FFF beams. The Siemens Artiste

7XU beam at our institution can only be operated at dose rates of

either 2000 MU/min or 500 MU/min. A reduction in dose rate

to achieve ‘‘near-stationary’’ fields with respect to the tumour

motion is hence not possible for low-MU segments (10 s would

already correspond to 83 MU at the ‘‘low’’ FFF dose rate). The

FFF beam should therefore not be used in these cases unless many

fractions are applied to average out the interplay effect, as the

inaccuracy of the treatment application is too high.

On the other hand, the increased dose rate available for FFF

beams counteracts the protracted treatment time of a gated

treatment. Given the fact that both CRT and IMRT are

complicated for FFF beams, but the dose rate is drastically

increased, it appears in conclusion that FFF beams should be the

preferred option in the case that gating can be performed

(compare, e.g., [41]), but flat beams should be preferred for IMRT

and conformal treatment plans.

Longitudinal Effects in dose Build-up
The presented example evaluates only one special case of dose

build-up and co-motion with the tumour, where the tumour is

moving laterally inside the open field. The direction of tumour

motion will play an important role in the dose distribution, since

the distance of the tumour from the linac head will influence the

dose by the inverse square law. A purely longitudinal motion along

the beam axis will produce a periodic variation in the dose due to

the changing distance of the tumour from the accelerator head;

however, the change in dose is minor as long as the tumour motion

is within a 1–2 centimetres (which is virtually always the case).

If the tumour size exceeds a few centimetres, dose build-up at

the tumour surface occurs together with dose decay with depth

into the tumour; however, as along as the tumour does not change

volume and shape, this effect will be similar over the whole

respiratory cycle.

Consequences for Future Developments of Treatment
Planning Systems

It is vital that treatment planning systems be capable not only of

including individual respiratory phase CTs as secondary data sets,

but allow for dose calculation on all respiratory phases.

Conventional practice of calculating the dose on the primary

3DCT and displaying this dose distribution on the ‘‘cine mode’’

respiratory CT phases will give to the wrong impression that the

tumour will migrate out of the prescribed isodose region, which

can be incorrect. Only an accurate dose calculation from the

treatment plan on all 4DCT phases can enable the planning team

to evaluate whether the proposed stationary treatment plan will

cover the tumour sufficiently well with maximum sparing of

surrounding tissues. Once this facility is provided by treatment

planning systems, it can be decided for each patient where to place

the limit between maximum tumour coverage and normal tissue

irradiation. In particular, it can be tested in the TPS how far the

ITV can be restricted to still achieve good tumour dose coverage,

or whether gating might improve the treatment plan. Even where

this is deemed unnecessary, a good evaluation of the plan quality

will more reliably be achieved by considering the real breathing-

induced effect on the dose distribution.

Summary Discussion
Summarising the above discussion, the following main points

have arisen:

N The dose build-up at the tumour means that the isodoses will

move together with the tumour within the open field, resulting

in good coverage in most clinical cases.

N The real dose behaviour and plan quality can only be assessed

by looking at the dose computation on all breathing phases.

N Gating is only necessary in cases where the tumour motion is

extreme (a few centimetres at least), so that the open field can

be reduced to contain only a part of the tumour motion. In this

case, it must be evaluated if this reduction can markedly

reduce the dose to normal tissue, in particular lung dose.

N If gating is performed, flattening-filter-free beams provide a

good option for counteracting the increase in treatment time

and will provide good plan quality for gated IMRT.

N In non-gated IMRT treatment, the interplay effect is more

exacerbated the higher the dose rate. Therefore, non-gated

IMRT with small segments and low monitor units may benefit

from reduced dose rate to reduce the interplay effect.

N In non-gated IMRT and conformal treatment, flat beams are

generally preferable because the interplay-effect in IMRT is

smaller and the conformal treatment often relies on flat fields

so that dose build-up will be comparable everywhere within

the field.

Visualising Respiratory Tumour Motion & Isodoses
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These statements are only meant as a rough guideline which

summarises some general phenomena. For each individual patient

case, they must be considered based on the dose movement over

the respiratory cycle, for which calculation of the dose on the

4DCT breathing phases provides a good evaluation.

We must emphasise that these hypotheses are based on practical

considerations of the underlying physics processes and are here

demonstrated for a small number of patients. The conclusions

hence suffer from the small sample size and should be validated in

further studies. In particular, the benefit of using gated treatment

for better lung sparing should be evaluated by means of planning

studies, and with possible further clinical studies. The interplay

effect, which has been considered in a number of studies, has

neither been systematically assessed for flattening-filter-free beams

nor for purposely reduced dose rates of flat beams so far. Finally, a

more in-depth understanding of these effects and possible

combinations of techniques will greatly benefit from a wider use

of 4DCT single-phase calculated dose distributions at the

treatment planning stage.

Conclusions
We have presented a feasibility study of calculating the dose

distribution on a 4DCT data set of 10 respiratory phases, for a

stationary treatment plan created on the combined ITV (and

optimised on the 3DCT data set). Even for the example case of

significant tumour motion (0.8 cm), the tumour is well tracked by

the isodoses during free-breathing – the plan is more conformal

than would appear to be the case in ‘‘cine view’’ display without

dose calculation on the separate breathing phases. Here, there is

clearly no need for gated treatment. For those segments of the

IMRT treatment plan with very low monitor units and small beam

openings, the dose rate should be reduced so that the segment

irradiation is prolonged to include a few respiratory cycles. If the

treatment was performed with flattening-filter-free beams, the dose

rate cannot be sufficiently reduced to make IMRT treatment a

viable option. CRT can also be problematic due to the un-flat

beam profile, which will not allow the isodose lines to follow the

tumour motion as well as for flat beams. These two caveats, which

apply only to FFF beams, are balanced by the increased dose rate,

which can offset the increase in treatment time by gating and

hence skews the decision towards FFF beams for gated treatment.

We suggest for the future development of treatment planning

systems that a dose calculation with a given plan on each

respiratory phase should be included, which will allow the

planning team a more realistic evaluation of the plan quality

and robustness.

Supporting Information

Movie S1 Appearance of tumour motion with isodoses
as it is displayed in a typical TPS cine mode. Here, the

dose distribution is calculated on the primary data set, the

‘‘untagged’’ 3DCT without respiratory correlation. The same dose

distribution is overlain on all respiratory phases. Attention – this is

not the true dose distribution, since this would change with the

respiratory phase (compare Movie 2). Isodoses are displayed as

percentage of the dose at the reference point (75 Gy). At the most

ventral position of the tumour, it appears to move outside the 95%

isodose line, which is in fact not true. As will become clear in

Movie 2, this effect is caused by the calculation on the 3DCT

phase rather than the true respiratory phase.

Movie S2 Tumour motion with true isodoses calculated
on each respiratory phase separately. The isocenter stays

fixed at the same location and the beam configuration is

unchanged – the dose movement is purely caused by the build-

up effect at the tumour. Isodoses are displayed as percentage of the

dose at the reference point (75 Gy). This is the ‘‘true’’ dose

distribution over time as long as the treatment fields are stationary

with respect to the moving tumour.

Movie S3 Gated treatment plan with a 30% duty cycle.
The tumour motion over the duty cycle is negligible. Isodoses are

displayed as percentage of the dose at the reference point (75 Gy).
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